
How to connect Xiaomi Mi AirDots? 
  

● To switch on the pairing mode, you must hold both Xiaomi Mi 

AirDots, or more precisely, their touch panels located on the outside, 

a few seconds until the white lights are illuminated. After that, only 

the right earphone will blink – this means that the Xiaomi Mi AirDots 

are available for pairing with your device. 

  

● Go to the Bluetooth device settings to which you want to connect 

the Xiaomi Mi AirDots. In the available devices will appear MI 

AIRDOTS BASIC_R-this is your Xiaomi Mi AirDots. 

  

Thus the device is connected to the right earphone and that already 

connects the left. The right earphone is the main one, but at the same 

time they can be connected separately and used as a Bluetooth 

headset, even on different devices-in this case, the available devices 

will display MI AIRDOTS BASIC_R or MI AIRDOTS BASIC_L, 

respectively, in Depending on the connected earphone. The method of 

connection is similar, but we hold the touchpad of one necessary 

earphone. 

Xiaomi Mi AirDots Control playback and calls 

● Single tap – Pause playback or answer an incoming call. 

  

● Double-tap to call a voice assistant. 

  

● Hold one or more seconds to cancel the call. 

  

● Double-tapping during the call – mute the microphone. 

  

● While turning on and off, the female voice says some Chinese words. 

  

● Xiaomi Mi AirDots work with any voice assistant: Siri, Google 

Assistant, Alice. 

  

To disconnect and reset the Xiaomi Mi AirDots, hold the touch pad for 

a few seconds until the red lights are illuminated. 

  

If you remove the earphone from the ear while using it, the playback 

does not stop as in AirPods. They are switched off only when they are 

in the case and are connected back to the device when not in the 

Briefcase. 

  



If you remove only the left earphone in the case, it turns off and the 

right one continues to work. And if you remove the right-both are 

disconnected. 
 


